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In order to show his sincerity, Ouyang Feng came from his family this time.
Almost all the important people in the Ouyang family came.
And after they arrived, after waiting for an hour, Lin Ziming still didn’t
come out to see them, it can be said that he didn’t give them any face.
Finally, a young man who had been coming back from abroad for a long
time became displeased. He patted the table and angrily said: “This man
named Lin dares to be so arrogant. Let us wait for more than an hour before
we show up!”
Someone immediately agreed, “Weicheng is right, this Lin Ziming is too
presumptuous! He really regards him as a character. Our Ouyang family
came up and down to visit, it is to give him great face, he actually dare to be
there. It is unreasonable if it is installed!!”
These two people have just returned from abroad, and they have not seen the
horror of Lin Ziming with their own eyes, and vent their dissatisfaction.
In their opinion, their Ouyang family is one of the best families in Province
G. It is too late for others to indulge in them. Now that the core of their
family comes, Lin Ziming dares to leave them alone for an hour. This is
really arrogant!
They didn’t even understand why Ouyang Feng wanted so many people to
come and visit Lin Ziming. Isn’t this a self-declared status? If it is spread
out, people will be laughed at.
Ouyang Xuehai immediately said, “Weicheng, Weibing! Don’t be so loud, it
won’t be great if you are heard by Lin Ziming.”
“Second Uncle, what’s the matter with you? Isn’t it just a little Lin Ziming,
are you so scared? I think you turned pale in fright.”
“Yes, I have investigated this Lin Ziming, who is an ordinary businessman,
with a net worth of about 10 billion yuan at most, which is far behind our
Ouyang family. Is our Ouyang family going to please him like this?”
Brothers Ouyang Weibing and Weicheng Xuebing were both upset and
puzzled.
“You just came back from abroad. You don’t know the horror of Lin Ziming.
He is not as simple as a businessman. The most important thing is that he is
a master of the innate realm. Even Gu Xuan and Wu Meizi died in their
hands. This time we I have to come to clear up my suspicion with him!”
Ouyang Xuehai said in a deep voice, “It is best to strive for an alliance with
him.”
The other Ouyang family members had seen Gu Hanxing’s birthday party
with their own eyes. Lin Ziming made a bold move and beat Wu Meizi to
death with an invincible posture. They were deeply jealous and awed
towards Lin Ziming.
Especially, after they saw the destruction made by Lin Ziming and Wu
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Meizi with their own eyes, the scene was what they had seen in their lives,
leaving an indelible impression in their minds. In their eyes, Lin Ziming had
already left the category of human beings, but existed like a god!
As for Ouyang Yanran, she also clenched her lip on the side, and in her
mind she couldn’t help thinking of the situation that day, and the last Lin
Ziming and Tao Sanniang leaving together, the image of a couple like gods
and goddesses, she couldn’t express the complexity in her heart.
After knowing a man like Lin Ziming, she probably won’t be able to favor
other men in her life.
What kind of man is there in the world who can compare with Lin Ziming?
Just follow the person who has eaten dragon meat, let him eat the mortal
person again, dull and tasteless.
However, after Ouyang Weicheng and Ouyang Weibing heard this, they
both showed weird expressions and even more disdain for Lin Ziming,
“Second uncle, no, we are in a big move from Ouyang family to visit this
surname. Lin’s, just because he can fight well?”
“Please, what era is this, and are you still doing this? So if you live in the
country for a long time, you are feudal. No matter how powerful this
surname is Lin, can you stop bullets? Now is the era when technology and
finance are kings. .”
Ouyang Weicheng and Ouyang Weibing shook their heads, particularly
disdainful. As foreign students, they all receive Western higher education,
believe in science and technology, finance, and they are extremely
contemptuous of the so-called martial arts and fighting.
After hearing this, Ouyang Xuehai’s expression became gloomy. He felt that
these two younger generations were too arrogant, and even the elders’
decision began to be questioned.
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